IVS Student Conference
The David Lopatie Conference Centre | Weizmann Institute of Science

**SPEAKERS**

- Dr. Moshiel Biton
  Co-founder of Addionics
- Hila Golshan
  Senior Recruiter at Zotapay

Student Oral Presentations, Flash Talks, and Posters

**SUBJECTS FOR ABSTRACTS**

- Structural and Functional Materials
- Thin Films and Interfaces
- Nano materials and Nano technology
- Soft Materials and Biomaterials
- Energy and Sustainability
- Electronics, Optics and Photonics
- Spectroscopy

**SPONSORS**

- Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
- Bar-Ilan University
- The Alexander Kofkin Faculty of Engineering
- The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
- The Harvey M. Krueger Family Center for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology
- The Helen and Martin Kimmel Center for Nanoscale Science
- The Institute for Environmental Sustainability (IES)

**ORGANIZING COMMITTEE**

- Noya Ruth Itzhak
  Weizmann Institute of Science
- Avital Wagner
  Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
- Tal Binyamin
  Hebrew University of Jerusalem
- Ido Biran
  Tel-Aviv University
- Shir Andreev Batat
  Tel-Aviv University
- Srijith
  Bar Ilan University
- Amir Gildor
  Technion - Israel Institute of Technology

**Registration**

shorturl.at/ftDIP

**Conference Coordinator & Accessibility Issue:** Talia Suissa | talia.suissa@weizmann.ac.il

Abstract Submission Deadline
19 August 2024